Remote Depo Solutions

An exclusive service from HG Litigation

Your business is litigation, not technical support. That’s why HG Litigation delivers comprehensive Remote
Depo Solutions which span both court reporting and technical assistance.
Today, this specialty service helps law firms to adhere to their discovery deadlines even when deponents,
attorneys, and court reporters are forced to remain at home. In the wake of COVID-19 protective measures,
our Remote Depo Solutions team is the best partner a law firm could have.

Keep business
moving forward
in spite of the
complications
of COVID-19
isolation.

Gain the expertise
of professionals
who are wellversed in the
technical aspects
of remote depos.

We handle all of
the logistics so
you can focus on
your case.

After the
deposition,
receive the
same quality
deliverables you
know and expect
from us.

Your Remote Depo Solution expert
handles everything but the questioning.
Since the first iteration of remote depositions decades ago, our team has enabled attorneys to depose
witnesses from anywhere – their offices, hotels, and even the airport. Your Remote Depo Solutions expert
also applies that deep expertise to more complex scenarios in which all participants are attending the
deposition remotely.
Traditional court reporting,
legal videography and
deposition deliverables—all
coordinated by one HG
Litigation case manager
assigned to your case
A dedicated expert to
manage the technology setup
and device arrangements
that will enable all
participants to log in to the
deposition remotely
A vetted system for takingattorneys to remain in
control of how exhibits are
released
Continual insights on how
legal codes and business
practices are adapting in
the uncharted waters of
COVID-19, and how best to
conduct depos in this era

Bridging the gaps in bandwidth,
devices, and security protocols
With data-security top-of-mind, your Remote Depo Solutions expert establishes a virtual deposition room
that protects case information while enabling you to get the required testimony. Unlike depositions that
are conducted within a highly secure corporate IT environment, each individual’s location has its own
characteristics that affect the event and must be addressed.
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Assess the situation. The Remote
Depo expert will poll every participant
in advance to understand what devices
they have in their possession, whether
their Internet bandwidth and speed
will support both audio and video
aspects of the event, and whether their
security settings are adequate.
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Level the playing field. The
Remote Depo expert will ensure all
participants have the appropriate
collection of devices, audio speakers,
microphones, cameras, screens, and
apps. For some, just a tablet will suffice,
while other participants may require
additional devices based on their role
in the deposition. The Remote Depo
Solutions expert will advise on those
variances and arrange for equipment
rentals as needed.
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Choose the right platform. Based on the
composition of your deposition and goals of the
event, your Remote Depo expert will identify
which of our vetted technology platforms is ideal
for your event. This selection will be based on key
technical considerations such as SSL encryption,
admin controls, and end-user features.
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Discuss the playbook. The Remote Depo
Solutions expert guides high-tech depositions
every day. During the live event, they will provide
specific instruction on testing connections, using
mute or other on-screen tools, using telephone
dial-ins versus VOIP for the audio portions of the
event, positioning oneself in an appropriate setting
away from window glare and in proper attire,
how to maintain the integrity of the technical
platform and the testimony recorded, and how
the appearance of exhibits may be affected by the
devices that are used.

Deposition Deliverables
To facilitate this unique type of deposition, our
team can prepare exhibits in advance for easy
electronic sharing during the live deposition.
Optionally, receive streaming realtime transcript
text on your screen.
We offer standard and expedited turnaround
times on the final transcript.
The transcript can be enhanced with hyperlinks
to the exhibits, and transcript text can be
synchronized with the video recording.

We offer a choice of video services to support
depositions in which all participants are remote.
For example, we can provide screen recording
that captures the entire virtual deposition room,
including the demeanor of the witness as well as the
interaction among all participants. Alternatively,
and if feasible, our videographer can be co-located
with the witness to capture a more traditional
high-def legal video recording of the deponent.

To arrange for a Remote Depo, please contact your account
manager directly or send a message to the address below.
remotedepo@hglitigation.com
hglitigation.com

